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When Harlem Was Jewish, by JEFFREY S. GUROCK (New York: Columbia

University Press, 1979).

Reviewed by
Aaron i. Reichel

The title of this book alone is enough
to raise the eyebrows of readers under 50,
who were not even born until after the
close of Harlem's era as New York City's
second largest center for Jewish im-
migrants early in the twentieth century

and the city's first large pseudo-suburban
Jewish community. Those old enough to
remember When Harlem Was Jewish are
in for quite a few surprises, too.

Harlem became a Jewish area when
paradoxically the legendary Lower East
Side lost many of its inhabitants to
Harlem because of improvements in the
neighborhood. An enhanced building
code, additional parks, and bridge-

building programs all cut into the Lower
East Side's Jewish population. At the
same time, Gurock describes how delays
in mass transit construction and how
allegedly greedy landlords who rushed to
build poorly structured apartments

resulted in an influx of Jews in Harlem.
Leading analyses of American ghetto life
portrayed a sharp delineation between

areas of first and second settlement.

Gurock, however, shows that the
immigrant-native situation was not quite
so black and white. (Incidentally, Gurock
wil surprise many readers with his con-
clusion that Jews had good relations with
the blacks who displaced them, and they
were the last whites to leave.)

Gurock's analysis of Harlem voting
patterns presents a little-known picture of
the strength of socialism in once-Jewish
Harlem. His references to the philan-
thropy of German-Jewish capitalists is a
somewhat forced attempt to dispel the
stereotype of pre-World War II German-
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American Jews as assimilationists. The
most glaring flaw in this subtheme is that
men like Jacob Schiff and Felix War burg
were exceptional, not typicaL. (What pro-
portion of their descendants are tradi-
tional today?)

Gurock minimizes the differences
between the Jewish Theological
"Seminary-traditional Judaism" and Or-
thodoxy. He does this most openly by
linking Reconstructionist founder
Mordecai Kaplan with Rabbi Herbert S.
Goldstein, a member of the first
presidium of the Rabbinical Council of

America. Gurock calls Kaplan
Goldstein's teacher when, in fact, Gold-
stein renounced Kaplan's views in his
semikhah valedictory address at the JTS.
Goldstein later received semikhah from
the president of the Agudat Harabanim.
Gurock writes that Kaplan tried to put his
theories into practice in the model Cen-
tral Jewish Institute, a forerunner of the
first Jewish center. In fact, Goldstein was
the CJI's first director and Kaplan only
an honorary officer.

Gurock's chapter on synagogue life
concludes that Goldstein's Orthodox In-
stitutional Synagogue generated the
"greatest effort" of all in promoting the
religious identities of those Jews other-
wise estranged from Judaism. Never-

theless, the author tries subtly to drive a
wedge between "modern Orthodoxy"
and "ultra-Orthodoxy" by suggesting

that "old world values have persisted," if
at all, "only among ultra-Orthodox
groups." Old-world values, however,

both with and without some of the exter-
nal trappings, have indeed persisted even
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among "modern Orthodox" groups. We
need to look no further than to RCA,
Y.U., and youth seminars for proof
positive.

Gurock's reference to Harlem's

Jewish community as "until now
uncelebrated" might be a bit presump-

tuous. Nevertheless, there is due reason

to celebrate the publication of Gurock's
book. It is inspiring to those who never
considered the prospects of creating a

vibrant Jewish community out of a

spiritual wilderness and informative to
those reluctant to read the handwriting
on the wall of a changing neighborhood.

Ginze Mishnah, edited by ABRAHAM i. KATSH (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav
Kook, 1970); Ginze Talmud Babli i, edited by ABRAHAM i. KATSH (Jerusa-
lem: Rubin Mass, 1976); Ginze Talmud Babli II, edited by ABRAHAM i.
KATSH (Jerusalem: Rubin Mass, 1979).

Reviewed by
Israel Lerner

The general outline of the genizah
story is well known; the specifics of many
manuscripts have yet to be revealed.
Therefore a labor of 17 years, which has
brought to light a most important seg-

ment of these, is to be welcomed. In three
impressive volumes, Professor Abraham
1. Katsh, President Emeritus of The
Dropsie University, has completed the
publication of 159 Mishnah fragments
and 268 fragments of the Talmud Babli,
all from the Cairo genizah as presently
found in the Antonin Collection in Len-
ingrad.

Ever since the year 616 C.E., when
the Jewish community of Fostat, Old
Cairo, transformed a Coptic church

building into a synagogue, successive

generations deposited used sacred and
secular writings and documents in a con-
cealed room. This was done out of
reverence or prudence. Now, while the
Western world learned of and acquired a
part of the genizah at the end of the cen-
tury, a Russian Archimandrite, Antonin
Kapustin, who lived in Jerusalem from
1865 to 1894, succeeded in obtaining a

good number of fragments ranging al-
most the whole field of Judaica, from the
Bible to philosophy, from res pons a to
copies of ketubot. These finally found
their way to the Saltykov-Schedrin State

Public Library in Leningrad, where Pro-
fessor Katsh pored over them during six
separate trips, cataloguing the collection
and then devoting himself to the Talmud
segments. The results are three hand-
somely printed scholarly volumes. Each
of these contains photostats of the origi-
nal manuscript pages. In the first volume,
Ginze Mishnah, the variants are printed
side by side with the photostated pages
whereas, in the subsequent volumes,

Ginze Talmud Babli I and 11, they are
grouped at the end. The printed pages are
set in parallel columns, with the version
extant today opposite the genizah ver-

sion.
However, this work is not merely an

exercise in meticulous deciphering and
transcribing, important as that may be.
An academic apparatus has been grafted
on, utilzing a number of printed editions
and a host of commentaries rishonim and
aharonim. In this sense, the work is in the
mainstream of Torah scholarship. In-
deed, the first volume was printed by
Mossad Harav Kook, known for its To-
rah publications.

A great value of the work, which is
entirely in Hebrew except for an English
introduction in each volume, is in the
clarification of certain diffculties in the
texts of the Talmud and the commen-
taries. At times there are disparities be-
tween the two. All this becomes compre-
hensible when we notice an affinity be-
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tween the Cairo genizah fragments and
the readings and explanations of early
talmudic commentaries. Obviously, they

had a common textual source. A few ex-
amples will suffce (the translations here
are mine).

Mishnah, Tractate Sabbath 22:3:
One breaks open a barrel (on the Sab-
bath) to eat dried figs (pressed therein),
as long as he does not do so to form a
vesscl (out of that barrel), and one does
not pierce the stopper (or clay-sealer)

of a barrel, so states Rabbi Y ehudah.
The sages permit this.

Dr. Katsh points out that Maimonides in
his mishnaic commentary decides the law
according to Rabbi Y osei, who is not even
mentioned in the text. But he is mention-
ed in the genizah manuscript where the
term sages does not appear in this con-
text. Obviously, the RaMBaM had the
same text in front of him as the genizah.
We may add to Dr. Katsh's note that so
did Rabbi Obadiah di Bertinoro, who
renders the same decision as the RaM-
BaM.

GINZE TALMUD II

While the preceding clarifies a puzzl-
ing discrepancy between a mishnaic text
and that of some leading commentators
quoting the text, it is after all a question
of who said what, a group of sages or one,
Rabbi Yosei. Essentially, the substance
of the law is the same in both texts.
However, from other variants, dif-
ferences in substance of the sayings and
dicta of the sages appear. The famous
statement in the opening Chapter of
Ethics of the Fathers, "Do not prolong a
conversation with a woman" is stated in
thegenizah version as, "He who prolongs
a conversation with a woman when she is
ritually impure. . . ." Dr. Katsh quotes
the Tosefot Yom Tov, based on midrash,
which brings in this aspect of niddah, of
her being in that state, but only to con-
clude that it applies whether she is a nid-
dah or not. Again, we may add that Ber-
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tinoro has an explanation that correlates
more closely with that of the genizah, for
he states: "There are those who say that
the reference is to his wife, only when she
is a niddah. "

As we see, the author did not mean
to' have his Ginze Mishnah and Ginze
Talmud Babli notes be exhaustive, ex-
ploring every commentary extant. This
would have stretched the work into one of
encyclopedic scope. What he has done
fully and exhaustively is present us with
every variant he found in the genizah

pages of the Antouin collection, com-
paring them with leading editions of the
Talmud, and even going back to the
famous Munich manuscript. As to the
commentaries, the leading rishonim are
more than adequately represented, and
an aharon, such as the Pnei Yehoshua,
also is brought in occasionally. In addi-
tion, the Tosefta and midrashim are

referred to as needed, so that much light
is thrown on these latter variants. Thcy
all go back to the common source shared
with the genizah.

A good number of examples where
earlier and later sources are brought
together are found especially in the two
volumes of Ginze Talmud Babli. For ex-
ample, the Talmud, Tractate Sanhedrin
90b, states: "As Aaron (the Kohen
Gadol) was a learned person, so are his
children." The genizah version is: "As
Aaron was a learned person so are his
children. From this we derive that the
Terumah (the offering of the Kohanim)
is not to be given to a Kohen who is un-
learned. In his note (VoL. II, p. 35) the

author indicates that both the midrash
Yalkut Shimoni and the Maharshal,
Rabbi Shlomo Luria, quote the latter
version, with the Maharshal noting both
versions, but preferring the latter.

Ginze Mishnah and Ginze Talmud
Babli should be of interest to scholars
and lay students of the Talmud. The use-
ful grouping of the major variants at the
beginnings of the volume, plus the
detailed ones on subsequent pages, allow
one to delve as deeply as one wishes. In-
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deed, since publication, the volumes

were well received. The city of Haifa
conferred its prize on the author to add
to his previous honors. One of the
variants cited in the work is the word

yishar, whether it belongs in a certain

text. As far as this work is concerned,
there is no doubt that "yishar koah" is
the correct saying.

The Voice of My Blood Cries Out: The Holocaust as Reflected in Hebrew
Poetry, by, MURRAY J. KOHN (New York: Sheng old Publishers, Inc. 1979).

Reviewed by
Josephine Z. Knopp

One of the recent contributions to
the canon of Holocaust literary criticism
is a work written by Murray J. Kohn, The
Voice of my Blood Cries Out: The Holo-
caust as Reflected in Hebrew Poetry. I
know of no other work that subjects
Holocaust and post-Holocaust poetry to
a serious thematic analysis in "full view
of the major topical aspects of this era:
shock, in view of the Nazi atrocities; des-
pair, in the realization that all is lost; ac-
cusation, against an indifferent and silent
world; accusation, against a seemingly in-

different and silent God; personal and
collective guilt, of those outside the
'Holocaust Universe.'"

Kohn chose poetry for this analysis
because "poetry. . . in whichever form

or degree, has been the most authentic ex-
pression of the immediate personal reac-
tion to the tragedy of the Holocaust."
And yet he would agree, I know, that the
circumstances of the Holocaust world are
such that it is difficult for the literary
critic to determine what constitutes
poetry. I am thinking specifically of the
words of a young child written in a copy-
book somewhere in the Warsaw Ghetto:
"I am hungry, I am cold; when I grow up
I want to be a German; then, I shall no
longer be hungry and no longer be cold."

Indeed, even though these words fall out-
side the traditional limits of the literary
preserve, they speak of nothing less than
what man has become in our time, and
they allow us to glimpse what he is yet

capable of becoming.
I compare these child's words to one

particular poem 0 f U ri Zvi Green berg titl-
ed, "To God in Europe." The last.stanza
reads: "What retribution can there be for
our disaster?! Its dimensions are a

world.! All the culture of the Gentile

kingdoms/ at its peak flows with our
blood.! And all its conscience with our
tcars . . . ." In the aftermath of Ausch-
witz, therefore, literary criticism is called
on to broaden its purview in response to
what is the "end of one era of conscious-
ncss and the beginning of another." The
youthful diarist appears artless, in-
genuous; clearly hc intcnds his words to
be understood in a literal sense-despite
the inadequacy of the imagination to

cope with the idea that thcy do, in fact,
arise from a literal truth-yet within the
context of their writing the words assume
a meaning transcending that intention,
taking on the metaphor for the very histor-
ical event that they dcscribc. In this sense
he is poet as well as chronicler, becom-
ing-however unintentionally-spokes-
man for the victims through his act of
bearing witness.

This point is well appreciated by

Rabbi Kohn when he refutes an article by
Dr. Israel Rubin (AI Hamishar, October
12, 1948) that refers to the "grapho-
mania" literature of the Holocaust and
post-Holocaust period. It is Rubin's con-
tention that "once they survived and sat
down to write chronicles of the events as
they remembered them, in autobiograph-
ies and the like, they produced nothing
but 'graphomania,' which. . . gave only
personal satisfaction to the authors, but
contributed little to the story of the Holo-
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caust . . . for . . . these writings were

emotional outlets for the bloody wounds
of their past." What Rubin does not
understand is that the Holocaust
writer-unlike his colleagues-faces the

difficulty of making a factual subject
believable, of informing the actuality he
describes with an aura of reality accep-
table as such to his readers. Rubin accuses
Holocaust literature of evoking the
Aristotelcan catharis. Not so. Holocaust
literature has the urgent need to break
through the barrier of nonacceptance

engendered by an absence of that core of
shared experience and sensibility on
which other literature may rely.

Kohn is sensitive to the difficult task
of defining the boundaries of Holocaust
literature. He considers whether writers
from circumstances far removed from the
Holocaust universe can write of the

event. As "outsiders" such writers must
surely experience the difficulty in moving
across the threshold of ordinary reality
into the special and distorted reality of the
Holocaust universe that besets the reader
of Holocaust literature. My basic instinct
opposes universalization of the Holo-
caust, and this position carries with it the
implication that only those who have ex-
perienced it can produce literature that
transmits the Holocaust universe authen-
tically.

The poet Sylvia Plath comes to
mind. I recall the heated discussions by
Adorno regarding her poetry: "how dare
she make analogous her pain with that of
the Holocaust victims" was the thrust of
his remarks. In fact, it was in reference to
Plath that Adorno made his famous

statement, "no poetry after Auschwitz,"
suggesting that the human spirit was
negated forever. But, in fact, this is not
so. Kohn has most eloquently demon-
strated that through the poetic imagina-
tion, those who wrote in the midst of the
hells that were the camps and ghettos,
under circumstances in which survival
was itself heroic, at a cost we cannot even
begin to imagine, have testified to the
death of man but, at the same time, to the
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survival of his spirit, damaged, certainly
altered, but alive nevertheless, dealing

Hitler a posthumous defeat through its
capacity for regeneration.

The high point of Rabbi Kohn's

work is the chapter titled, "The Com-
plaint Against Heaven." Here he amply
cites the poets' accusations against God;
"His guilt is unexcusable"; "The Lord of
Hosts sits in heaven/ And looks on in
silence. . ."; "Heavens, tell me please,

why? / Tell me for what reason/ Did we
have to die?" Five thematic approaches
to the theological issues are suggested:

"There is no judgment nor is there a
judge; God's indifference to His people's
extermination (I prefer the word "mur-
der"); God is not omnipotent; the chal-
lenge from within faith; the protest
against God's hiding His face." Judaism
is replete with the trial of God based on
the Covenant and, in fact, according to
Harold Schulweis, "so long as man is a
partner with God in sustaining the moral
universe, accusations can be hurled from
below as well as from above." It is for this
reason, at least, that Michael Wyscho-
grad can say: "There is no faltering
Judaism that can be renewed by the
Holocaust. . . . If there is hope after the
Holocaust it is because to those who
believe, the voices of the Prophets speak
more loudly than did Hitler, and because
the divine promise sweeps over the
crematoria and silences the voice 0 f
Auschwitz. The God of Israel is a redeem-
ing God; this is the only message we are
authorized to proclaim." And, in the

words of Kohn, himself a survivor of the
Holocaust Universe: "He who did not
hear the Shema pronouced at the gallows
or on the last trip of the mussulmen-

inmates to the gas chambers in
Birkenaw. . ., wil never understand the
meaning of sanctifying God's name in the
name of Israel . . . . The shoah, to be
sure, did not succeed in eradicating the

divine in the Jew, and this is why our
'complaint against heaven' is the star wit-
ness of our affirmation of life, of faith
and of God."
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Kohn is concerned with poetry, but
he is concerned as well with the response
of the Jewish people through poetry to all
catastrophe. And that response he
grounds in his deep knowledge of the

nature of the poetic genre itself. Thus it is
his belief that if Holocaust poetry at-

tempts to grasp the meaning of the Holo-
caust tragedy, "it faces obvious failure."
However, if that poetry "remains within
the historical and emotional context, it
continues to be the voice of Jewish

anguish. "
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